
LBO Case Studies and 
the “Paper LBO” Test, 

Part 1
Mental Math in IB/PE Interviews



These Lessons: No Written Guide, Exactly

This lesson starts the segment of this 
module that does not correspond 1:1 to 

the written guide.

Each segment of lessons covers a 
different case study (30 minutes to 2 
hours), and the case studies become 

increasingly complex.



Case Studies: Overall Plan

If you already know LBO modeling, you 
can complete each case study by yourself 

and then check your work.

If not, use the “BASES” method – Look at 
the Before and After files, Study the 

video, Execute it in Excel or pencil/paper, 
and then Scrutinize (check).



“Paper LBO” Modeling Tests

• Truth: “Paper LBOs” are not really “modeling tests” because 
you cannot use Excel to complete them!

• Instead: They’re more like extended, “quick LBO math” case 
studies, where you write everything out on paper

• Keys to Success: You must round and simplify the numbers
because you can’t use a calculator; also, you need to start with 
the end in mind

• EX: If a PE firm is targeting a 25% IRR over 5 years, you know
they will need a 3x multiple of initial Investor Equity



“Paper LBO” Modeling Tests

• EX: So… if you can make even a very rough estimate for the 
multiple, and it’s nowhere near 3x, the deal can’t work

• Simplifying Assumptions: You ignore fees and assume cash-
free, debt-free deals based on simple EBITDA purchase 
multiples (or just assume Cash stays the same to the end)

• Debt: Typically assume that Debt either stays the same or that 
100% of FCF is used to repay Debt principal (too much to keep 
track of otherwise)

• Missing Information: Important to clarify before starting…



“Paper LBO” Modeling Tests

• EX: If they don’t give you an EBITDA Exit Multiple, should you 
make it the same as the Purchase Multiple? Or do they want 
you to estimate one based on the growth profile upon exit?

• EX: If they don’t give you the company’s initial EBITDA, they 
almost always want you to calculate it based on other numbers, 
such as COGS % Revenue and SG&A % Revenue

• Approach: We’ll divide this case study into two parts and look 
at the assumptions, Revenue and EBITDA, and the first part of 
Annual FCF for now (and finish the “model” next)


